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Professors Ping-cheung Lo, Director of Hong Kong Baptist Univer-
sity’s Center for Applied Ethics, and Sumner Twiss, Distinguished
Professor of Human Rights at Florida State University, have put
together an edited volume that is broad in scope and rich in insight.
This collection of eleven essays on Chinese just war ethics fills a
large gap in the literature of comparative military ethics through an
in-depth presentation and analysis of five separate schools within
Chinese just warethics. Covering over two thousand years of military
thinking, thiswell-balancedcollectionofessayspresentstheLegalist,
Confucian, Daoist, Mohist, and Military Strategy School approaches
to just war thinking.

The volume’s three stated aims are extremely ambitious: First, the
authors attempt to situate just war thinking patterns within larger
political and social environments showing how these arguments fit
into strategic culture within Chinese history. Next, they seek to
draw comparisons and build bridges between Chinese just war think-
ing and Western just war thinking. Finally, they attempt to show how
historic thinking about just war—including the role of weapons, the
warrior, the leader, and the grounds and conditions under which
warmaybedeclaredandfought—has been translated intooraffected
contemporary Chinese strategic thinking today.

It is perhaps understandable that with such an ambitious agenda
some of these stated aims are better fulfilled than others. The
volume does an excellent job of leading the reader through specific
just war arguments and then identifying where they share common
ground with, or depart significantly from, Western arguments with
which the writer might be familiar. For example, Lo’s introductory
essay highlights the ways in which the Confucian emphasis on
virtue leads to an emphasis on the just soldier or the just army,
rather than on identifying the precipitating environmental con-
ditions under which awar could be considered just. Here, he also pre-
sents the Confucian emphasis on treating one’s enemies justly as an
early understanding of the importance of “soft power.” In this same
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essay, he considers the Daoist framework of “mournful skepticism,”
showing that while it represents a pacifist take on just war ethics, it
differs from other Western forms of pacifism in acknowledging
that one could, in theory, “fight mournfully, without restraint and
without hatred” (p. 13), rather than simply eschewing warfare alto-
gether. In one of the most insightful essays, Sumner Twiss and Jona-
than Chan’s “Classical Confucianism, Punitive Expeditions and
Humanitarian Interventions,” the authors compare Confucian think-
ingabout thegroundsunderwhichoneshould intervene in theaffairs
of one’s neighbors to contemporary ethical arguments regarding the
right to protect and grounds for humanitarian intervention.

The volume does not, however, offer a convincing or systematic
consideration of how these ethics have been incorporated into con-
temporary Chinese domestic or foreign military policy. In his essay,
“The Art of War Corpus and Chinese Just War Ethics Past and
Present,” Lo examines Chinese military textbooks to demonstrate
thatChinesemilitaryplannersareconsciouslyseekinganon-Western
framework for presenting military ethics arguments to soldiers
and students. However, he does not address how these arguments
might be translated into actual practices, nor does he engage with
the argument that Twiss and Chan make in the same volume (in
“The Classical Confucian Position on the Legitimate Use of Military
Force”), thatplannersandleadersmightsometimesuse justwarargu-
ments as a “cover” for something a leader wishes to do anyway, such
as engaging in territorial expansion or aggression. It is also striking
that nowhere in the volume is there any acknowledgement of the
ways in which Chinese thinking about military ethics (including
that of Sun Tzu) has undergirded Chinese strategic thinking in the
area of cyberwar in particular, though other analysts have dealt at
length with this issue.

Nonetheless, this volume goes far beyond our usual takes on
Chinese just war ethics, which have overwhelmingly focused on Sun
Tzu in particular, and drawn common ground with Clausewitz.
This volume provides a definitive introduction to Chinese just war
ethics as well as providing a rich foundation for further study in
this topic, as it raises many excellent queries for follow-up study.

Mary Manjikian
Regent University
Virginia Beach, Virginia
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